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The Largest Pacific City in the World?
• Auckland.
Pacific People: 177,933
• Port Moresby.
307,643.
• Honolulu County.
233,637 (Native
Hawaiians and Other
Pacific Islanders)

Critical Trends Amongst Pacific People
Islanders are changing fast
• A growing and mobile
Pacific middle class
• Most Pacific people are
now NZ‐born
• Gender:
– Gender inequalities are
even more severe amongst
Pacific people
– Exacerbated by the
number of single mother
households

• For most Pacific people
English is a first language
• The number of Pacific
people without religious
affiliation is growing
• Mixedness:
– The category of Pacific
Islander is already
transcultural
– Islanders are increasingly
multi‐ethnic, though it is
poorly measured

Generational Difference
• Most of these differences
are heightened inter‐
generationally. Younger
people are:
– More likely to have a first
language
– More likely to marry
outside their ethnicity
– More likely to identify with
‘no religion’
– More likely to be born in
NZ
Tongan Children, 1939

Systemic Inequalities
• The statistics of Pacific
people indicate a
systemic inequality in
measures of
–
–
–
–

Health
Education
Poverty
Employment and Income

The ‘European’ Hospital in Apia, 1914

Pacific Health
• Pacific people, on average, die 4 years earlier
than other New Zealanders.
• 50 times more likely to get rheumatic fever
than European children.
• Three times the diagnosis rate for diabetes
than the general population.
• Twice the general population rate of strokes,
or youth depression and suicide attempts.
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Inter‐ethnic Marriage

Searching for Auckland’s Segregation

Deprivation and Pacific Spaces
From the Auckland Plan

Spatial Measures

Spatial Clustering

The I coefficient is a measure of spatial correlation: ethnic clustering. Despite the rapid
growth in the Asian population in this period, Asian clustering remains stable. Maori and
Pacific values increased 32% and 40% over this period.
Johnston, Ron, Michael Poulsen, and James Forrest. "Evaluating changing residential segregation in Auckland, New
Zealand, using spatial statistics."Tijdschrift voor economische en sociale geografie 102.1 (2010): 1‐23.

Dissimilarity

Dissimilarity is “the percentage of a group that would have to move from a
neighborhood (area unit) to another in order to produce an even distribution
of two groups within a territorial authority.”
Grbic, D., Ishizawa, H., and Crothers, C., Ethnic residential segregation in New
Zealand, 1991–2006. Social Sci. Res. (2009).
(Sometimes known as the ‘Index of Segregation’).

Exposure

“The exposure index … can be interpreted as the probability that a randomly drawn
member of ethnic minority group x share a neighborhood (area unit) with a
member of the European group.”
Grbic, D., Ishizawa, H., and Crothers, C., Ethnic residential segregation in New
Zealand, 1991–2006. Social Sci. Res. (2009).
Sometimes called the ‘Index of Isolation’.

Pacific New Zealand: Dissimilarity and
Exposure

Grbic, D., Ishizawa, H., and Crothers, C., Ethnic
residential segregation in New Zealand, 1991–2006.
Social Sci. Res. (2009).

‘Extreme Concentration’
Relatively few predominantly Asian ‘meshblocks’ despite a much larger Asian population.
Hundreds of predominantly Pacific ones. In 2006 477 meshblocks were predominantly Pacific;
but only 61 were predominantly Asian (though 80,000 more Asians).

Johnston, Ron, Michael Poulsen, and James Forrest. "Asians, Pacific Islanders, and
ethnoburbs in Auckland, New Zealand." Geographical review98.2 (2008): 214‐241.

Pacific People Value Education

Source: Education Counts

But Perform Less Well at Key Stages

Source: Education Counts

Stay Longer, for Less Benefit

‘Auckland, the world’s most liveable city’
or

‘Auckland, the world’s most liveable city for
everyone.’?

Addressing a Segregated Auckland
• Before this increasing segregation can be tackled, it needs to be named
and prioritized
• It is not recognized as a policy objective in the Auckland plans, and
consequently these will continue to see segregation intensify
• Efforts at desegregation have historically attracted great resistance from
the wealthy and privileged
• Addressing segregation requires concerted efforts in spatially aware and
distributed ways, e.g.
– Distributed social housing
– All new housing projects to include social housing
– Public initiatives addressing inequalities in service and access

• Building of connections and opportunity ‘multipliers’
– Free/subsidized public transportation for tertiary students
– Prioritizing public transportation in targetted areas
– Different property ownership models

